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This first edition of a three-part book on gas- and dual-fuel engines is intended
for all who work with gas- and dual-fuel engines for maritime propulsion,
power generation and cogeneration:
• Maritime training institutes and maritime universities;
• Maintenance and reconditioning companies;
• Shipping companies deep-sea, inland, towage, dredging and
heavy-load cargo;
• Insurance companies, classification bureaus, surveyors;
• Shipping industry suppliers, suppliers of engine parts, fuel and
lubricating oil;
• Engine manufacturers and dealers;
• Power Plants;
• Cogeneration.
When compiling this book, a practical approach was chosen using ample
authentic graphic material with detailed explanations allowing the reader to
gather pertinent information without laboriously going through the main text.
Important subjects: principles, gaseous and liquid fuels for gas-, dual-fueland diesel engines, ignition systems, new technologies, engine systems and
environment, endoscopy and measurements, cogeneration.
Leading companies and institutes have contributed to the realisation of this
book by providing information, photographs and interviews. Ninety per cent of
the more than 2900 pictures are in colour.
The three volumes consist of 488, 544 and 534 pages each.
Price of one book (three parts) 2016: The Netherlands, € 210,- inclusive
packing, shipping and 6% VAT; EU I, II and III €225,-; Rest of the world € 250,all-inclusive packing and shipping costs.
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1.1 Introduction
Over the last one hundred years the internal
combustion engine has become increasingly
important in a society that has grown more and
more reliant on technology. Internal combustion
engines are elementary links in, for instance, the
transportation of goods and persons by road and
water, driving machinery, and generating energy in
the form of electricity.
The use of combustion-engine driven equipment
such as chain saws, water pumps, concrete mixers
and lawn mowers has seen an explosive increase.
Modern agriculture and animal farming depend on
internal combustion engines for driving tractors,
combines and other farming equipment.

The industrial gas- and dual-fuel engines mentioned
in this book are generally used in onshore
installations and slowly but surely also in ship
propulsion.
In onshore installations one must think of the
greenhouse industry, cogeneration and its many
applications, the generation of electricity, and driving
machinery such as compressors in the gas- and oil
industry. In the shipping industry, particularly the
propulsion of LNG carriers with dual-fuel engines,
and in inland shipping with both gas- and dual-fuel
engines.
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4.12 Cogeneration and pumps and
compressor drivers

t
A twenty-cylinder MTU
four-stroke high-speed

4.12.1 Cogeneration

gas engine, V-type for
generator operation.

Cogeneration is the simultaneous generation of heat
and power.
Frequently, the generating set consists of a generator
driven by a pure gas engine (SG).
The heat emitted by the gas engine is used to heat
buildings or water, for instance, in greenhouse
cultivation, swimming pools, buildings and heat
required in the processing industry.

Category II, high-speed,
100–10,000 kW.

In the internal combustion engine one distinguishes
two principles: the Otto cycle and the Diesel cycle.

Greenhouse cultivation
All the heat generated by the gas engine such as that
from the water cooler, the lubricating-oil cooler,
the air cooler and exhaust gases is used to heat the
greenhouses.
Furthermore, the exhaust gases are purified in such
a way that exhaust gases containing CO2 levels
higher than the ouside air can be used for organic
fertilisation in the greenhouses, allowing the plants
to grow healthier and faster.
In this process, the exhaust gases are cooled to a very
low temperature, for example, ± 40 °C, after having
been purified at much higher temperatures. Also, the
electricity generated by the generator is often used
for assimilation lighting in the greenhouses.

u
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Example 1: Cogeneration with a gas-engine generating set.

Example 3: Cogeneration using sewage gas as a fuel.

Exhaust gas

The sewage gas is filtered, dried and brought to the correct
pressure for the gas-engine generating set with a compressor.

The electricity generated is fed into the public net.
The hot water produced when cooling the gas engine is used for

u

t

heating after being fed through a heat exchanger.

A sixteen-cylinder Deutz/

Cogeneration or combined heat and power (CHP) with

The exhaust-gases heat is also used for heating.

MWM four-stroke trunk

Wärtsilä 25 SG gas engines in Skagen, Denmark.

Hot water

for the proper operation of the gas engine. The measurements are

Comment:

greenhouse industry.

Not only the quantity of the gas supplied to the gas engine, but
also its calorific value is determined. This is of utmost importance
performed using a Wobbe index meter.

Engine heat (lubricating oil, water cooling and air cooling)

Fuel gas

including heat from the exhaust gases is used for heating; for

piston gas engine, V-type
for generator operation in

The electricity is used for engine operation and/or is delivered to
the public network.

Bypass

Hot water

Left: the large buffer tank for the heat storage. Right: the boiler

The lower the cooled exhaust-gases temperature, the higher the

house with the hot water boilers. Far right: the engine section

total thermal efficiency.

with the gas-engine powered generator sets.

Pelec. + Pheat + Pcooling
Efficiency CHP = —————————
Pfuel

The exhaust gases are cleaned

The system generates electricity for the public network and the

and the CO₂ re-used as an

resulting waste heat is used for city heating.

Heat
user

example, the sewage gas installation is heated with this water, so

Also, see Chapter 7, Gaseous and liquid fuels for gas-, dual-

that the bacteriologic process runs smoothly.

fuel- and diesel engines.

Electricity

organic fertilizer. Category II,
high-speed, 100–10,000 kW.
exhaust gas

Peak
boiler

Exhaust gas

fuel gas

exhaust gas

Peak
boiler

Exhaust gas

fuel gas

engine cooling water

engine cooling water

hot water in system

Fuel gas

Fuel gas
Heat
exchanger
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A six-cylinder Rolls-Royce

The LNG tanker Maersk Ras Laffan (2004) for the transport

four-stroke trunk piston gas

of liquid natural gas.

Absorption
chiller

hot water in system

Cooling tower

Heat
exchanger

Heat
consumer

Refrigeration
consumer

Buffer

Buffer

Heat
consumer

engine on the engine test
stand.

The temperature of the liquid natural gas of –162 °C is maintained

Category III, medium-speed,

propulsion.

500–30,000 kW.

Length 279 m, width 42 m and draught 11 m. Gross tonnage

p

93,226 tonnes. The Maersk Ras Laffan has been called the Milika

Example 2: Cogeneration with two gas-engine generating

Ras Laffan from June 2012.

sets.

by evaporating a small amount of the cargo which is also used for

Electrical
energy

of 39,900 hp, powered by two steam boilers with a capacity of

Electrical
energy

p
Example 4: Cogeneration with an absorption chiller.

Pelec. + Pheat
0.40 + 0.50
ηCHP = —————, in values ηCHP = ————— = 0.9 of 90%
1.00
Pfuel

so when there is an overproduction in the system, the extra heat

Cogeneration with a gas-engine generating set where the hot

The thermal efficiency is determined by the degree of exhaust-

can be stored.

water cooling of the engine (lubricating oil, air and engine

gas cooling.

A large buffer (heat accumulator) tank is installed between the
high-temperature water system and the low-temperature system

The ship is propelled by a Kawasaki steam turbine with an output
The two sets have a heat exchanger in the both water cooling

65 tons per hour.

system and the exhaust system.

During extreme requests for hot water, a ‘peak boiler’ is placed in

cooling) and the exhaust gases is used for heat consumers and an

After all, the exhaust gases are the only large heat flux that can

The boilers can be fuelled by LNG and heavy oil. Today, 10 years

The heat is used by a heat consumer.

the high-temperature supply line to the consumer (s) to maintain

absorption chiller.

possibly be discharged to the atmosphere.

later, most LNG tankers are powered by dual-fuel engines, which

the water temperature.

Rule of thumb: The lower the eventual exhaust gases temperature

have far higher efficiency than steam turbine propulsion.
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Caterpillar Mak before




inlaatkleppen

machining.

4 bedieningsstang

q

A top view of the cylinder head for a Rolls-Royce gas

The fuel-system principle

engine, SG. Valve cover has been removed.




7 stootstangen klepaandrijving
9 bougiekabel
11 cilinderkopbouten met

in the intake manifold just

6 gas connection on cylinder head

before the inlet valves.

7 push rods

The main gas valve is

8 ignition coil






Throughout the year, natural gas is extracted with
an average yield from the gas fields. To be able to
compensate for peaks in the gas consumption, the
excess gas is stored in a number of underground
locations, either depleted gas fields or salt caverns
remaining after salt-mining operations.

with gas from the main gas
supply.




A non-return valve for the gas
supply and the electric-spark
plug is located in the




pre-chamber

M

Air

A dual-fuel engine with a very large power output, 18,000 kW.

Exhaust

using compressors. This storage acts as a buffer to compensate
When the stored gas is re-injected into the pipeline for use, it
must be dried and cleaned as it can be contaminated in
underground storage.

The storage of liquified

The HT- and LT-cooling-water pumps have already been installed

Fuel-rack
actuator
control

Turbocharger

pump used for the pilot injection of liquid fuel, MDO or HFO.

Gas under very high pressure of 180 bar, is stored underground

u

on the ‘blind’ surface of the engine block (above). Below left the
main lubricating-oil pump and right below the high pressure fuel

Underground gas storage.

Input
parameters

Engine Control Cabinet

VTG control

V-engine, type W18V50DF.

p

peak-consumption fluctuations.

Above ground natural gas is stored as a liquid at
‒162 °C and is then known as LNG – Liquified
Natural Gas.

Throttle-valve control

The engine block assembly of a eighteen cylinder Wärtsilä

LNG is normally produced in onshore LNG
installations and floating LNG installations can be
deployed in remote offshore gas fields.
These are converted oil tankers, which were still in
the design phase in 2011 and will be operational in
2016.

piping.
The pre-chamber is supplied

u

These are known by the abbreviations:
FPSO: Floating Production, Storage and Offloading,
FSO: Floating Storage and Offloading.

7.7.2 The storage of natural gas on land

inlet valves' rocker gear via

10 spark-plug holder/pre-chamber
11 cylinder head-bolts, nut
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7.7.3 Floating LNG installations

Contamination at gas locations
During the extraction and processing of natural
gas, hazardous substances can be released. This
occurs in many locations and often means the soil
and groundwater are contaminated by aromatic
hydrocarbons such as benzene, toluene, ethyl
benzene, xylene (BTEX) and mineral oil.

via two mixing pipes located

4 actuating-control main gas
5 gas main

10 bougiehouder/voorkamer
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than 80 bar, either large piston- or centrifugal
compressors are used.

The main gas supply occurs

3 rocker arm exhaust valves with yoke




8 bobine
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for gas engines from Rolls-

2 rocker arm inlet valves




6 gasaansluiting op cilinderkop

kunststof dop op moer
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1 cylinder head

5 hoofdgasleiding

after passing through all the systems, the higher the thermal
efficiency.
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Royce.




hoofdgasklep

t

The efficiency under these circumstances is the thermal
efficiency.

LNG.

Main-gas
pressure control

Trieste, Italy.

M

P

I

p

Three tanks used for storing

Pre-chamber
gas-pressure
control

liquified LNG on the

An example of a converted tanker for the storage of crude

Maasvlakte near Rotterdam,

oil, the FPSo ‘FRADE’.

The Netherlands.
P

I

Also, the gas released is processed and transported via pipelines.

Gas

M

fPsO fRade-Chevron-Brazil Project

P.C. gas supply

Fuel-gas module

Exhaust
manifold

CAC

Fuel-gas

Selected data:

u
u

of a Wärtsilä 18V50DF

A cross-section of an LNG

Coil

The exhaust-gas system
dual-fuel engine.

Reinforced concrete roof
Suspended ceiling with
thermal insulation

storage tank showing its
internal structure

Ignition control

The assembly of this system is

Roof nozzles only

Type:

FPSO

Size:

273,500 DWT

completed before it is

The outer wall is
manufactured with

Air receiver

reinforced concrete.

Knock sensing

Date first oil:

20 June 2009.

Max. throughput:

100,000 bbls oil per day.

Frade

Number of wells:

12 production.

99.2%
12 × 6” production

Gas compression:

106 MMscfd, 125.468 m3/hr.

2 × 8” water injection

Gas export:

40 MMscfd, 39.923 m3/hr.

1× 8” gas import/export

Gas lift:

86 MMscfd, 101.468 m3/hr.

3 × 6” gas lift

Water injection:

150,000 bbls water per day.

4 × umbilical’s

Pump columns
Annular space with
perlite Thermal insulation

Foam-glass
bottom insulation

7 water injection.

Uptime record:
Number of risers:

Free-standing
9% inner tank

LNG

1 × power/signal

1,861,000 bbls
1,080 m

Field:

surrounded by insulation.

mounted on the engine.

1 × HP/LP utility

Storage capacity:
Water depth:

Swivel stack:

MMSCFD –Million Standard Cubic Feet per Day.

1 × double 18” production
1 × double 18” production/test

Pre-stressed
concrete wall

1 × 8” gas lift/export

Note: Vessel owned by Chevron Frade LLC, operated by SBM

1 × 12” water injection

Offshore.

1 × 6” firewater
1 × 6” pigging

Reinforced concrete base slab
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However, the crew member involved suffered serious
burns. Despite thorough investigations, the source
of ignition has never been definitively identified.
It may have been some unexplained fault with the
gas detector or it may have been static electricity.
Another possibility was a spark generated by a
dropped object. No evidence could be discovered to
support any of these hypotheses.

8.6.5.2 incident 2
The Secretariat has recently become aware of another
incident. During the draining and purging operation
after cargo discharge a release of LNG and vapour
occurred. The LNG came into contact with two
persons and several persons were located inside the

vapour release. Fortunately, no one was hurt and
there was no ignition of the vapour. The immediate
causes for the release were identified as:
− Failure to drain the piping between the ship’s ESD
valve and the double shut valve.
− Failure to close the hard arm vent valve when
the methane content was greater than the agreed
percentage by volume.
− Opening an ESD valve with hard arm vent open.

Ship’s side

CL 0X1

To #4 CT through
Spray Header

N2 supply

Connection
Arm v/v

ESD valve
ESV-0X1

Arm Drain

ESD by-pass valve

Cool down valve
CS 0X3

ESD valve
CL 0X1

Double shut valve
CL 0X3

Press. Gauge

To #4 CT through
Spray Header

N2 supply
Connection
Arm v/v

Gas is supplied to the prechamber via a mechanically operated

ESD valve
ESV-0X1

CH9

1600
Input:
– rpm
– kW
– air/fuel
– etc.

Engine Control System,
UNIC

Fuel gas pipe for
main gas valve

and the ‘ultra-lean burn mixture’ that flows through the
prechamber holes during the compression stroke at the
appropriate time.

Arm purge valve
HSV-0X1

CS 0X1

The main gas is injected into the combustion chamber via an
appropriate time.

1200
1000

Camshaft controlled
prechamber valve

Main fuel gas
admission valve

electrically operated valve in the intake manifold at the
Manifold Drain

0

cylinder via the bores, often either four or six, in the prechamber
Open-Close

Check

LNG flow

N2 flow

Full

Drained: Gas <4.5%

Fuel gas pipe for
prechamber valve

nose.

Purged: Gas <2%

4%

600

200

at the appropriate time by the flame jets that pass into the

Valve Closed

800

400

The compressed mixture in the combustion space is combusted

Valve Open

Arm purge valve
HSV-0X1

CS 0X1

Manifold Drain

3.

Close the ESD valve. Close the ESD bypass valve.
Let pressure to rise up to 5 bar.
Open ESD by-pass valve until pressure drops to
0.5 bar. Close the ESD bypass valve.
Open Vent valve slowly. Check the methane %
by volume through vent valve. If reading is less
than 2% methane % by volume Open Manifold
Drain valve and measure Methane % by volume
to read less than 2% Methane % by volume.
Shore side may check Methane % by volume
through arm drain valve.
If any reading is above 2%, Repeat steps 1 to
3 until all check points are less than 2% Methane
% by volume.

4.

Prechamber

Close ALL valves including arm’s valve (PERC),
with the piping pressurized at 0.5 bar*. Set ESD
valve to ’passive’.
Proceed with draining and purging of remaining
liquid manifold/arms following above 3 Stages.

11%

0

engine power ouput (%)

100

p
gas engine.

u
A prechamber spark plug with spark-plug chamber.

Horizontal: the engine power from 0 to 100%.
Type Deutz A 12. In order to reduce the turbulence of the fuel-

Vertical: the temperature of the firing end of the spark plug with

gas/air mixture at the spark plug, the electrodes are located in a

both electrodes.

Valve Closed

Open-Close

Check

LNG flow

N2 flow

Full

Drained: Gas <4.5%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

plug and the extender are combined as one component.

The normal operating range of the spark plug is between

t

± 400 °C and ± 850 °C. The electrodes do not stay clean below a

Check pressure to be equal orA above
0.5 bar.
MAN four-stroke
gas
Check methane % by volumeengine,
at manifold
drain
type 20V35/44
G.
valve to be less than 2%.
Depressurize through check points.
Disconnect hard arm (by terminal’s staff).
Fit blind flange & tight the bolts.

temperature of ± 400 °C, combustion by-products are deposited
Above a temperature of ± 850 °C, the electrodes are hotter and

The high voltage generated by the ignition coil starting from

10

0 μs is 25 kilovolts (blue line). The current at the electrodes is
160 milliamperes, mA (red line).

5
Ignition voltage [kV]

Strong turbulence of the mixture can extinguish the spark.

The heat absorption and the heat dissipation of a standard
spark plug.

amperage is reduced to almost 0 milliamperes.
After 500 milliseconds, the voltage is increased to 10 kilovolts with

A prechamber spark plug shields the electrodes from strong
turbulence in order to counteract the abovementioned

Manifold Drain

phenomenon.

approximately 20% of the heat generated. The remainder, 80%,
is absorbed by the cylinder head (63%) or emitted to the space
surrounding the spark plug therefore the surrounding air
(total 11 + 4 + 2 = 17%) via thermal conduction.

0

100

200

300

400
Time [µs]

500

600

700

800

900

140
120
100
80
60
40
0

Valve Closed

Open-Close

Check

LNG flow

N2 flow

Full

Drained: Gas <4.5%

-20
-100

Purged: Gas <2%

5. Open Vent valve slowly. Check methane % by
Verify that Jetty has closed the arm purge valve.
volume through vent valve and if it is less than
Verify that Shore N2 supply valve is open.
328
4.5%, crack open manifold drain valve to verify
2. Open ESD valve*. Confirm arm’s valve is open.
that piping is dry. A few droplets may initially be
Monitor the pressure. Listen to the cargo flowing.
* Terminal
staffpressure
will drain suddenly
and purge the
shoreand
side liquid
arm intoflow
their piping orobserved.
a vessel suchIfasyou
a knock-out
shown flow
above.close
observedrum,
freeasliquid
When
drops
the drain valve and repeat steps 4 and 5. If the
stops, close the cool down valve.
piping is dry, check the gas content at the arm’s
3. Allow pressure to rise up to 5 bar and Open the
drain valve.
cool down valve until pressure drops to 0.5 bar.
6. Upon verifying that piping is liquid free and that
Close cool down valve.
the methane % by volume is less than 4.5% at the
4. Repeat step 3 one more time. N2 pressure can be
drain valve, close the drain valve.
lower but not less than 2 bar. (Empty lines need
Verify that the arm drain valve is closed. Proceed
much more nitrogen)
to Stage 3.

both intake valves cools the spark plug to a certain extent,

-20

20

Valve Open

100% of the heat absorption for a spark plug originates from the
combustion space. The mixture of fuel gas and air supplied via

serious and expensive engine damage.

-25

160
Spark current [mA]

returns to 160 milliamperes and the spark at a sufficiently high

100 % of the heat is generated from combustion and therefore

not finished so combustion with pre-ignition will dramatically
raise the cylinder temperature and -pressure and can cause

-15

180

the high energy capacity of the ignition coil, the amperage
level.

0
-5
-10

-30
-100

At high turbulence, the spark is almost extinguished; the

* Piping (blue section) should remain pressurized until Arm disconnection to prevent leaks and ensure valves tightness.

2

100%

p

become incandescent leading to pre-ignition of the fuel-air/
mixture by the hot parts rather than ignition by a timed spark
firing.

u

1.

20%

on the electrodes and impede spark firing.

Purged: Gas <2%

Upon completion of cargo operation.
(The trapped & under pressure cargo will
A. Verify that trunk deck cargo liquid lines are
drain into # 4 CT. This practice will speed up
drained
as of
per
cargo
Verify
that
2nd Stage:
Draining
Ship
Sidemanual.
Liquid Arm
& Manifold
Piping the ship side piping draining).
2. When the terminal has confirmed the shore side
double shut valves are 100% closed.
Ship’s
sideconnected
Shore side
section of the hard arm is liquid free the ships
B. Line up spray line
from
manifolds
Vent valve
Always closed
Piston
staff will Open the ESD bypass valve.
to No.Nitrogen
4 cargo
tank as described
above.
& quick
coupling
N supply
ESD
valve
3. After terminal
staff confirm
that
C. The ESD valve and ESD bypass valve will
ESD
valvethey have finished
CL 0X1
Double shut valve
with draining the shore ESV-0X1
side arm, proceed to
remain Closed while
the shore
side part of
Connection
CL 0X3
Arm v/v
Press.back
Gaugeashore by
2nd Stage.
arm is blown
nitrogen*.
To #4 CT through
D. Header
Cool down valve should be Open to
relieve
Spray
Arm Drain
ESD by-pass valve
Arm purge valve
Coolpressure
down valve between the double shut valve and
CS 0X1
HSV-0X1
CS 0X3
the
ESD valve into # 4 CT.

63%

separate space. In this case the spark is not ‘blown out’. The spark

Disconnecting a Cargo Arm:

The piston is not at its top position and the compression stroke is
Valve Open
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2%

1400

valve. The spark plug ignites the mixture of pure prechamber gas

Arm Drain

ESD by-pass valve

Cool down valve
CS 0X3

2.

Vent valve
& quick coupling

ESD valve
Press. Gauge

> BOOk I

prechamber from Wärtsilä.

Vent valve
& quick coupling

Always closed

1.

Shore side

Vapor Piston

Double shut valve
CL 0X3

Shore side

The temperature behaviour of spark plugs in a fully-loaded

1st Stage: Draining Shore Side Liquid Arm (into shore tank)
Always closed

G a s - a n d d ua l - f u e l e n G i n e s

u
A cross-sectional representation of a gas engine with

Ship’s side

Root causes for the release were identified as:
− Failure to comply with established procedures.
− Failure to have adequate procedures.
− Competence of personnel undertaking the
operation.

8.6.6 Example of a LNG bunker system

> F U E L - I N J E C T I O N S Y S T E M S F O R G A S - , D UA L - F U E L - A N D D I E S E L E N G I N E S

3rd Stage: Gas Freeing of Ship Side Liquid/Vapor Arm & Manifold Piping

165

temperature (°C)
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Spark plugs for different loads are available
preventing the spark plug remaining too hot or too
cold with respect to its ideal temperature for certain
engine types.
These types of spark plugs for different loads are
characterised by a ‘heat rating’ number defined for
every type of spark plug.
As a result the heat rating is decisive for the correct
choice of a spark plug.

9.9.3 The heat rating and the type of spark
plug
As already noted the spark plug may not fall below
or exceed a certain temperature range.
A spark plug operating in a combustion chamber
with high temperatures must be able to quickly
dissipate the heat to the cylinder head or a spark plug
can be used that has enhanced protection against the
high temperatures.
This is also the case conversely. A precise balance is
required between the absorbed and the dissipated
heat.

1.

* ESD valve may remain closed during this process on the terminal’s request. This will increase the number of cycles required to achieve
the 2nd stage draining objective.

329
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10.18.2 The Sefarina

u
The LNG bunker terminal

The seagoing tanker for the Chemgas shipping line
completed its sea trials in week 27, 2015.
The ship was built by Shipyard Constructions,
Hoogezand Nieuwbouw and is equipped with
an eight-cylinder Wärtsilä dual-fuel engine, type
8L20DF.

of Fjord Line, Hirthals,
Denmark.

The ship’s dimensions are 87.18 × 14.8 metres with a
draught of 4.85 metres.
The Wärtsilä 8L20DF engine has a shaft-power
output of 1,430 kW.
The ship has two cargo tanks with a total capacity of
3,000 m3. A sister ship, the Sundowner, is currently,
March 2016, under construction and will be
equipped with an identical propulsion installation.

> N E W T E C H N O LO G I E S
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u
A camera attached to an optical tip for depth

t

The LNG terminal seen from

Gas tanker Sefarina.

2

1

measurements.

Technical main data
The Wärtsilä 20DF is a 4-stroke, non-reversible,
turbocharged and inter-cooled dual-fuel engine with
direct injection of liquid fuel and indirect injection
of gas fuel. The engine can be operated in gas mode
or in diesel mode.
Cylinder bore
200 mm
Stroke
280 mm
Piston displacement
8.8 l/cylinder
Number of valves
2 inlet valves and 2 exhaust
valves
Cylinder configuration 6, 8 and 9 in-line
Direction of rotation
clockwise, counter
clockwise on request
Speed
1000, 1200 rpm
Mean piston speed
9.3, 11.2 m/s

u
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20.18.4 3D-measurements

10.18.2.1 The data of the Wärtsilä 8l20df
propulsion engine with shaft
generator and controllable-pitch
propeller

Left: a forward view optical tip for the probe and right: a side view

2

optical tip.

2

64 infrared points are used for 3-D measurements.

1

3

The camera is located at the end of the flexible probe; a fixed lens
is installed in front of the camera. Extra conversion lenses can also
be installed in front of this fixed lens as an option.

3

1 lens
2 phase gratings
3 arc lamp illumination

Phase shifting in the XlG3
LED
Arrays

p

Special software such as, Inspection Manager, has
been specifically developed for 3D measurements
and other measurement technologies.

the ferry port.
The gas tanker Sefarina from
On the left the passenger

the shipping line Chemgas

terminal.

came into operation in 2015

Shadow
Pattern

and is part of the initial wave

Viewing
optics

This software aids inspectors by:
− Controlling the integrity of the measurements
after the probe removal from the inspection
location.
− Analysing whether an engine part is within
tolerance or must be scrapped.
− Demonstrates that an inspection has been
completed according to a predetermined system,
order or instruction.

of pilot projects for the
propulsion of sea-going ships
with gas- and dual-fuel
engines.

p

p

3-D phase measurement technology.

An example of a 3-D measurement. The D represents
dimension.

of the cylinder head with the four valves is easily
accomplished from the combustion space.
The camera can be rotated through 180° so that
the valve seats, the valve stems and the seats in the
cylinder head can be inspected during cranking of
the engine.

A photograph of cylinder 1
of a diesel engine taken
using a borescope.
The seat of the opened intake
valve can be clearly seen.

q
Various lenses that can be used in borescopes.
Top three: Side view lenses.
Middle four: Front view lenses.

u

t

The sister ship of the

The Wärtsilä 8L 20 DF

The dimensions of damage to a gas turbine blade of a

Stavangerfjord, the

propulsion engine.

turbocharger are being ascertained in this example.

Menu Directed Inspection, MDI, is one of the
first software tools developed to standardise and
professionalise the inspection process.

Bottom three lenses: For 3 D measurements.

Bergensfjord, in operation

accessories
Many accessories are available such as, lenses, rigid
borescopes and flexible borescopes in different
lengths and diameters.

since March 2014.
u
A 3-D measurement
performed with GE (General
Electric) equipment for

20.18.5 Operation of flexible borescopes

measuring a tear in the
valve disc of an exhaust

The bending section (the last 10 centimetres) of the
flexible borescope can be operated with a joystick
on the remote control that via a small electromotor
operates the steel cables connected to the articulating
collar assembly which steers the camera (viewing
tip) to the desired position. Viewing the bottom

valve.
All the tear measurements are
displayed in the image.

416
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20.27.2.11 adjustment of the Top dead Centre
(TdC)
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Fuel Consumption Monitor

t
This is the lower section of the weak spring diagram, the

Ships
log
GPS

temperature influence on the automatic adjustment.
speed
This is usually measured with the pressure waves in the top dead
centre and not from the pickup near the flywheel!
Mean indicated pressure in bar
The maximum value is primarily determined by the top dead
centre. This top dead centre must be set; see above!

p

TT

HFO

The casing. Note the manner in which the fuel flows

20.27.2.13 Performances graphs

FT

through the partitions.
t

The shape of this patented casing ensures that the measurement

This graph depicts the

is very accurate, even at minimal flow.

ViscoSense
Sensor

Mixing
Tank

Feeder
Pump

Booster
Pump

Heater

Engine

Flowmeter C
PT100

exhaust-gas temperature,

TT

above and below the

p

indicated power per

The ‘Unifuel’ fuel system from, amongst others, engine

cylinder for three different

FT

TT FT

Flowmeter A
PT100

manufacturer MAN Diesel & Turbo.

engine loads. It is a
six-cylinder engine.
p
The TDC correction can be viewed in the ‘Table, Bar graph and

Note the differences in the

Trend charts windows’.

exhaust-gas temperatures

TDC indication on the flywheel and the actual physical top dead

It is interesting to monitor how these values change in some

large differences in indicated

centre of the first cylinder. This is one of the first standard

engines.

power for all the different

Instrument, Dordrecht, The Netherlands.

note
A correction of the TDC by 1 degree can in some cases result in a
10 per cent power change. It is therefore crucial that the TDC of

far left graph

In the far right graph; the indicated power decreases and the

actual physical dead point; the right graph in the display is

every cylinder is controlled and if required corrected after the

Cylinder 1 has an exhaust-gas temperature of approximately

deviations of the exhaust-gas temperatures between the

recorded after the correction of the actual physical top dead

measurement.

300 °C which increases per cylinder to 370 °C. An approximate 70

cylinders are large in the same proportion. The two-stroke

°C difference!

scavenging is unsurprisingly poorer at light loads and therefore

This is obviously a two-stroke crosshead engine as the exhaust-

the exhaust-gas temperatures remain high, specifically cylinders 5

gas temperatures are lower than those in four-stroke engines.

and 6!

centre.

20.27.2.12 ‘Remove drift’
u

this graph, cylinder 1 has again the lowest reading and the other

‘Remove drift’.

The mean indicated power of all cylinders is considerably reduced

five cylinders show smaller deviations.

and can no longer be compared with the first- and second loads.

Cylinder 1 is approximately 1650 kW and cylinder 5 the highest

The power in cylinder 1 is increased by 100 kW.

with 1800 kW; a difference of 150 kW.

Attention must be given to the injectors and the fuel pumps in

until the pressure sensor has obtained a certain temperature.

This is also the case in the middle graph, the deviations between

The injectors must be examined or reconditioned and the fuel

This occurs when the sensor is heated after being connected to

the exhaust-gas temperatures are large as well as the differences

pumps monitored with a borescope, specifically the helix of the

the indicator cock; the deviations are the greatest for cylinder 1

in indicated power between the cylinders.

plunger. The pump index should also be adjusted!

The pressure sensor's readings differ with temperature changes.

When the temperature difference is not
compensated, the deviation is 2.5% of the amount
of circulating fuel. In this instance, 2.5% of 20 m³ is
0.5 m³ or 500 litres!
The measurement deviation in fuel consumption is:
500
——— × 100% = 10%
5000

In heavy-fuel oil systems, where the supplied fuel is
maintained at a certain temperature, the temperature
of the return fuel is often considerably lower. This
means that the fuel-temperature difference must be
taken into account when calculating the correct fuel
consumption.

this engine.

This can be prevented if the measurement reading is delayed

an example:
A diesel engine with HFO consumes 5 m³ per hour
and has a fuel circulation of 20 m³ per hour, the
temperature difference between the fuel supply and
return is 25 °C.

Measuring fuel consumption with several
quantity gauges
Fuel systems are often equipped with inlet and outlet
lines. Small engines in categories I and II often have
simple systems with only a fuel-supply system.

The indicated powers per cylinder are also considerably diverse. In

Temperature difference = ∆T = T – Tret (°C)
Expansion = jtot = j × ΔT (%)

indicator cock.
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27.6 Example V: Man B&W ME GI,
two-stroke crosshead engine,
category IV
27.6.1 The Computer Controlled Surveillance
system, CoCoS-EDS
The Computer Controlled Surveillance system,
CoCoS-EDS, is the condition monitoring system for
MAN B&W engines from MAN Diesel & Turbo.
Two versions are available: CoCoS-EDS Full version
and CoCoS-EDS ME basic. Both versions are run
on the PMI/CoCoS PC located in the engine control
room. The network connection is shown in:

CoCos eds full version
CoCoS-EDS Full version, AMS interface, option
4 09 660, assists in engine performance evaluation
and provides detailed engine operation surveillance.
Key features are: online data logging, monitoring,
trending and reporting.

C H 27

The CoCoS-EDS Full version is recommended as
an extension for the Engine Control System and
the PMI System in order to obtain an easier, more
versatile performance monitoring system.
For the CoCoS-EDS Full version additional sensors
are required, option: 4 75 129.

CoCos eds Me basic
All MAN B&W ME and ME-B engines are as
standard specified with CoCoS-EDS ME basic,
EoD: 4 09 658.
Key features are: data logging, monitoring, trending
and reporting as for the Full version. However, the
AMS interface and reference curves for diagnostic
functions are not included.
CoCoS-EDS ME basic provides a software interface
to the ME/ME-B Engine Control System and the
PMI system, no additional sensors are required.
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Engine Control System ME

A Multi-Purpose Controller (MPC) is applied as
control unit for speciﬁc tasks described below:
ACU, CCU, CWCU, ECU, SCU and EICU. Except
for the CCU, the control units are all built on the
same identical piece of hardware and differ only
in the software installed. For the CCU on ME and
ME-C only, a downsized and cost-optimised controller is applied, the MPC10.
The layout of the Engine Control System is shown
in Figs. 16.01.01a and b, the mechanical�hydraulic
system is shown in Figs. 16.01.02a and b, and the
pneumatic system, shown in Fig. 16.01.03.

The MAN B&W two-stroke
crosshead engine type
ME-GI and the four-stroke
dual-fuel trunk piston
engines.
A nine-cylinder two-stroke
crosshead engine and three

The ME system has a high level of redundancy.
It has been a requirement to its design that no
single failure related to the system may cause the
engine to stop. In most cases, a single failure will
not affect the performance or power availability, or
only partly do so by activating a slow down.
It should be noted that any controller could be
replaced without stopping the engine, which will
revert to normal operation immediately after the
replacement of the defective unit.

six-cylinder inline four-stroke
engines for generator

Main Operating Panel

operation, they are all dual-fuel

Two redundant main operating panel (MOP)
screens are available for the engineer to carry out
engine commands, adjust the engine parameters,
select the running modes, and observe the status of the control system. Both MOP screens are
located in the Engine Control Room (ECR), one
serving as back-up unit in case of failure or to be
used simultaneously, if preferred.

engines.

Speed independent
costs
Income

15,000

Total costs
Profit

10,000

Most ships operate in
this area, which is well
below the maximum
profit area.

5,000

Maximum profit area

0

-5,000
10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Mean service speed (knots)

p

As the fuel temperature fluctuates slightly during
operation, temperature corrections should be made
constantly. In this way an accurate measurement of
the fuel consumption for all the engines supplied
with fuel via the ‘Unifuel’ system is found.
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For redundancy purposes, the control system
comprises two engine control units (ECU) operating in parallel and performing the same task, one
being a hot stand�by for the other. If one of the
ECUs fail, the other unit will take over the control
without any interruption.

t

engine speed
Reduction = —————————— > 1 often 2 to 8.
propeller-shaft speed

400 kW
1200 rpm

For instance, the shaft generator in this type of
installation has an rpm of 1500 and the diesel engine
an rpm of 750.
1500
The speed of the diesel increases by a factor — = 2
750

Switch position I: Normal running at sea. Nominal output.
The main engine supplies 5300 kW at 500 rpm and drives the

In shaft generators, this is usually the reverse. The
PTO shaft frequently has a speed that, for instance,
exceeds the speed of the medium-speed diesel
engine.

Gear transmission is also known as transmission
gearing. The ratio of engine speed to the propeller
shaft speed is greater than 1.

Engine Control Unit

> T R A N S M I S S I O N G E A R S , F L E X I B L E CO U P L I N G S , V I B R AT I O N D A M P E R S , S H A F T I N G A N D S H A F T G E N E R ATO R D R I V E S

It often lies between 2 and 4.

If gear transmission is used, the propeller speed can
be selected independent from that of the dieselengine crankshaft.
Clearly, the optimal speed is chosen for both the
diesel engine and propeller respectively, thus
optimising the total propulsion efficiency.

16.01

The Engine Control System (ECS) for the ME engine is prepared for conventional remote control,
having an interface to the Bridge Control system
and the Local Operating Panel (LOP).

There is often a temperature difference: 145 – 70 =
75 °C between the fuel supplied (cold section)
and the fuel supplied after the heat exchanger (hot
section). Therefore, all three measurements must be
meticulously adjusted with respect to temperature to
avoid large deviations in actual fuel consumption.

Speed dependent
costs

20,000

303

28.3 Gear transmission

27.6.1.1 engine Control system Me

MAN B&W

Consumption main engine = total amount of
fuel supplied – (supply auxiliary engines – return
auxiliary engines).

Total ship economy

25,000

302

controllable-pitch propeller with a speed of 107 rpm.

5300 kW
500 rpm

At a speed of 1200 rpm, the propeller requires 4900 kW and the
shaft generator 400 kW to supply electricity for the ship’s net.

4900 kW
107 rpm

via the gearbox.

28.3.1 Examples of the possible uses for
gear transmissions

The ECUs perform such tasks as:
• Speed governor functions, start/stop sequences, timing of fuel injection, timing of exhaust
valve activation, timing of starting valves, etc.

u

t
700 kW
1200 rpm

A single reduction gearing with top left, the shaft to the

• Continuous running control of auxiliary functions handled by the ACUs

diesel engine and bottom right, the propeller shaft drive.

Switch position II: Extra power at sea.
The main engine supplies its full power output of 6300 kW. The
shaft generator is switched to the electromotor and supplies

On top of the reduction gearing, the lubricating-oil system with

• Alternative running modes and programs.
u

Engine

Fuel measurements in the ‘Unifuel’ systems.
In this system, one fuel-supply system is used
for the main engine and auxiliary engines. This
requires three fuel gauges: one for the total amount
of fuel supplied, one for fuel supply to the auxiliary
engine(s) and one return gauge for the auxiliary
engines.

An example of the costs for a certain ship per day in $ U.S.

Corrected fuel amount is:
Q
Qcor = —measurement
—————
jtot
1+—
100
= 15 °C
Here Tret
Qmeasurement = measured amount
= expansion coefficient in %
jtot

because a relatively cold sensor was connected to the hot
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flow meters A, B and C and the ViscoSense sensor from VAF
Example of economic sailing.

The gauge is equipped with a pulse transmitter,
which reads the amount of fuel flowing through
it and a temperature transmitter that can be read
remotely.
A filter with a mesh size detailed by the
manufacturer should be fitted before the fuel gauge.

cylinders.

operations that must be performed after the measurements are

The data in the left graph in the display is used to correct the

The rotor of this large fuel gauge.

Flowmeter B
PT100

between the cylinders and the

This is essential in order to correct the differences between the

saved and stored in the PC.

This system has three flow meters for measuring heavy-fuel oil;

$US/day

Adjustment of the TDC; Top Dead Centre.

t

6300 kW
500 rpm

cooler and filters.

Cylinder Control Unit

700 kW. The electromotor draws power from the ship’s electricity
net and together with the main engine drives the controllablepitch propeller with a maximum power output of 7000 kW.

The control system includes one cylinder control
unit (CCU) per cylinder. The CCU controls the Fuel
Injection and exhaust Valve Activation (FIVA) and
the Starting Air Valves (SAV), in accordance with
the commands received from the ECU.

7000 kW
107 rpm

All the CCUs are identical, and in the event of a
failure of the CCU for one cylinder only this cylinder will automatically be cut out of operation.
t

Both MOP screens consist of a marine approved
Personal Computer with a touch screen and
pointing device as shown in Fig. 5.16.02.

Auxiliary Control Unit

A reduction gearing

①

attached to a four-stroke

The control of the auxiliary equipment on the
engine is normally divided among three auxiliary
control units (ACU) so that, in the event of a failure
of one unit, there is sufﬁcient redundancy to permit continuous operation of the engine.

high-speed diesel engine.
t
1 diesel engine
2 reduction gearing

1500 kW
1200 rpm

Switch position III: Emergency operation at sea or in port
during shifting alongside the quay.

3 PTO-shaft.

The ACUs perform the control of the auxiliary
blowers, the control of the electrically and engine
driven hydraulic oil pumps of the Hydraulic Power
Supply (HPS) unit.

4 shaft to propeller

⑤

The main engine is stopped and repairs are being done at sea.

5 lubricating-oil cooler
6 lubricating-oil filter

0 kW

7 lubricating-oil pump

②

Major maintenance can be performed in dry-dock.
The switchable shaft generator/electromotor now supplies the

8 vibration damper integrated

maximum capacity of 1200 kW to the controllable-pitch propeller.

in the bedplate below the
gearbox

This switch is referred to as the ‘getting home’ device.
Admittedly, the speed is low; however, one can proceed to the

MAN B&W ME/ME�C/-GI engines

MAN Diesel

198 48 47�6.9

⑥
⑧

1500 kW
72.5 rpm

nearest port for repairs to the main engine. In port the ship can be
shifted from its berth.

③
⑧

⑦
④
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Book I: Principles
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Numbering the cylinders – Natural aspiration and turbocharging 3 Working principles of gas-, dual-fuel- and diesel engines Operating principles – Design of
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definitions in gas-, dual-fuel- and diesel engines – Examples of engine names 4 Efficiencies and losses in gas- and dual-fuel engines Efficiencies and losses –
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shaft power, gaseous fuel or gas/diesel oil/heavy-fuel oil, four-stroke, medium-speed – Category IV: Industrial gas- and dual-fuel engines of 1500 to 100,000 kW
shaft power, gaseous fuel or gas in combination with diesel oil or heavy-fuel oil, two-stroke crosshead engines, low-speed 7 Gaseous and liquid fuels for gas-,
dual-fuel- and diesel engines A GASEOUS FUELS: Introduction – Pure-gas engines, Otto‑principle – Gaseous fuels – Physical properties of natural gas –
Physical properties of biogas – The calorific value of gases – The production of fuel gases B LIQUID FUELS Introduction – Development of internal combustion
engines – Composition of liquid fuels – Definition of heavy oil – Refining crude oil – Chemical composition of hydrocarbon compounds – Standardisation of
liquid fuels – Fuel properties – Additional fuel specifications – Decreasing the sulphur content in fuels – Bunkering – Fuel-line systems according to the engine
classification, pure diesel engines – Modular fuel-treatment systems – Bunkering fuels – Methanol – A good alternative for ferries and short sea shipping
8 Fuel-injection systems for gas-, dual-fuel- and diesel engines Introduction – Fuel-supply systems – Fuel-supply systems for pure gas engines Spark Gas
(SG) – Fuel-supply systems for pure diesel engines (D) – Fuel-supply systems for dual‑fuel engines (DF) – Bunkering of liquid natural gas, LNG, transfer arms and
manifold draining, purging and disconnection procedure 9 Ignition systems for gas- and dual-fuel engines Ignition of gas engines – Ignition of dual-fuel
engines – The use of both principles – Ignition systems for gas engines with the Otto‑principle – Location of the spark plug in the combustion space – Sparkplug construction – Electrode shape – Electrode materials – The heat rating of the spark plug – Spark erosion and chemical corrosion – Spark-plug types –
Examples from Denso – Ignition systems – Ignition coils – Triggering – High-tension leads and accessories – Primary Leads – Extensions – Wiring Rail Systems –
Tools and test equipment – Spark plugs and accessories 10 New technologies Introduction – Gas- and dual-fuel engines – Established technology and the
current developments (2016) – Improving the engine response to power-output variations without decreased engine efficiency – Increasing power density and
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